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INTRODUCTION 

The point of philosophy is to start with 
something so simple as not to seem 
worth stating, and to end with 
something so paradoxical that no one 

will believe it 

Bertrand Russell, Logic and 
Know/edge, 1956 

Personal trust (fiducia) in the 
Lord Jesus Christ is traditionally 
considered one of three necessary 
components of the virtue of 

Dr. Erde/ is Archivist/(he%gica/ Christian faith (fides), along with 
Librarian, andAssociale Pttifossor cognitive belief (notitia) in Jesus 
o/Religion and Philosophy at the and volitional commitment 
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Indiana. He holds degrees from (assensus) to him. There may be 

Trinity Evangelical Divinity other el ements worthy of 
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I Notice that the reference so far to Christian faith is narrowly focused on the 
virtue, not on faith as a global term or synonym for religion, as in the phrases, "the 
Buddhist faith" or "the Muslim faith." In what follows it may be assumed that the 
references to faith are to the virtue of faith unless noted otherwise. 
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p~rceptions (~r intuition~) on the one hand ot mediated ' me~tal states 
on the ' other (cf. Russell's knowledge by acquaintance, and 
knowledge by description), which one assumes could be formulated 
as propositional statements (e.g., creeds), even if one goes beyond 
belief that to belief in, I( philosophers are in the business of 
analyzing the rationality of anything, sur~ly it is of beliefs or, belief 
statements (though of course, philosophers analyze many 'other 
things as well). 

Or again, a religious commitment may be to a belief, an idea~, or a 
course of action as well as to a person. Since such a commitment 

, normaily}~ntails behavior, one could presumably work out some' sort 
of formula whereby the rationality of the required actions is 
measured in terms of a preliminary cost-benefit analysis, a "calculus 
of risk. 'j Risks and potential losses are weighed over against the 
odds .in favor of and the potential benefits of prospective gains. One 
counts the cost ,of discipleship. Whatever the particular probability 
theory appealed to, one senses a family resemblancet<)Pascal's 
wager. Even those, such as myself, who are not terribly sympathetic 
to such approaches or arguments because of ontic concerns about 
the [dis]place[ment] of truth, care atJeast likely to recognize that here 
is a traditional means of assessing the rationality of commitment c 

But Christian trust (as analytically distinct from belief or 
commitment) does not have quite the same' legacy of philosophic 
analysi~. Among the few serious attempts are the seminal essays by 
C. S. Lewis, "The Efficacy of Prayer" and "On Obstinacy in Belief' 
Cf960b, 3-11 & 13-30). Though he treats issues of trust primarily in 
terms of belief, Lewis at least makes some tentative suggestions as 
to exploring the rationality of sOf!1ething which entails personal 
relationships, suggesting that the rationality of believing in someone 
(i.e., here understood as trusting that person) rests on our personal 
knowledge of the person we believ.e,in (i.e., again read hel'~ as trust). 
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Trust may be the most distinctive oompOftent of Christian faith, 
yet also the least carefuUJ analyzed and least well \Jndersto<?d.2 

Trust is sometimes defined as belie/ in the reliability 0/ something of 
somebody. Christian trust might then seem. to be no mote than 
another form of belie/in God, so discussions of trust are commonly 
assumed to reduce to discussions of beliefJ often blurring important 
distinctions between belit/in llld &ellejthat. But from a traditional 
Christian perspecti~ pftUine trust requires a confident, pers9~al 
relationship with the living Godt an eXistential belie/in which m'ere 
belie/that (or even subjective b,elie/in) does not neoessarily entaiL 
pre~u~a. bly demons ha~~ ~tjUS. t a beU"!that, but alS.O a ~~{e.~ti~e 
belle/m God (they "b~heve~~ trembleB

; Jas. 2:1y), yet demons 
lack trust in or commilllttfltto (}ott Thus, while belii/that may be a 
necessary condition of certain forms of trust, includifi~ Christian 
trust, neither b~lie/that · nor even subjective belie/in by themselves 
guarantee any such trusting, intimate relationship: So the position 
taken here is that Christian tN8~ while not an Isolated domain 
autonomous from Chriat\lfl beiief that or subjective belief in, ··still 
retains its own formal identity which cannot be wholly reduced to 
mere belief that or even to SUbjective beUef 1ft: Multllia mutandis, 
similar confiations of ·ttust and commitm@ftt also appear in . the 
literature, even by peI'$ons thtOlogie!lly literate who should know 
better. 

The philosophital litefature on belief, including religious-belief, 
is so volumihO\l1 aa \ to btf' overwhelming, while the literature on 
religious commitment is fairly significant. Relatively little. in 
philosophy, however, has been written analyzin.any.Jorm :or I 

dimension of trust, and there ls next to nothlnlln cO'ntemporary 
philosophical literature on Nllglou, Wit (though see ·Brdel'2000, 
138-194, where l attempt to tUsoUSl Bome or the biblical ' and 
experiential grounds for trust, as well as the ftitionalltyof Christian 
trust).' To give a rew indications Of the situation, there is no article 

2 Though see the recent popular work by Brennan Manning 2000. 
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on trust in the EncyClopedia oJ Philosophy, and only one 'paragraph 
on trust in an article on "Ethical Theory" by StephenDarwell (1996) 
in the supplementary volume to the $ncyclopedia oJ Philosophy 
(Edwards 1967). Annette Baier (1979, 1986, 1989, 1992), Judith 
Baker (1987), C. A. J. Coady (1992), Lorraine Code (1987), Diego 
Gambetta (1988), John Hardwig (1991), Martin Hollis (1998), 
[Hollis andl Robert Sugden (1993), OUi Lagerspetz (1998), Mark 

.Owen Webb (1993), and Linda Zabzebski (1996) ate among the few 
recent philosophers who are beginning to write seriously about trust 
(and distrust), a topic which has finally been recognized in the new 
Rout/edge Encyclopedia 01 Philosophy; where Karen Jones (1998) 
contributes an article on "Trust." To date, however, mo~t serious 
philosophical reflections on trust either continue older discussions of 
social and political trust by Thomas Hobbes and John Locke (1954), 
or grow out of more recent discussions in epistemology or ethics, 
with an occasional application to the philosophy of science or 
economics (cf. Fukuyarna 1995). 

When one turns to literature from the history ~f religions and 
comparative religions, the situation is not much different. While 
there is an avalanche of literature on religious beliefs and ~ 
significant amount on religious commitment, there is next to nothing 
that makes a comparative analysis of religious trust across major 
religions. There. is no article on trust, · nor even an entry on trust in 
the index in the Encyclopedia of Religion (Eliade 1987). The only 
piece on "Trust," at least that I have noticed,which makes a 
comparative analysis of trust across various world religions i~ a brief 
but informative two and a half column entry by William Morgan 
(n.d.) in that older but still reliable tr~ure of a reference work, the 
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, . edited by James Hastings. In 
this article, I would like to make a preliminary overview of the role 
that trust plays across major world religions, with a side glance at 

. some secular worldviews, in order to suggest that trust is the 
element of the virtue of Christian faith which most underscores the 
uniqueness of the Christian faith, whether one understands faith in 
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either the narrQwer sense .of virtue .or in the mQre glQbal sense as a 
synQnym fQr religiQn as a whQle. ' " 

From an evangelical Christian perspective, Christian beliefrn~';" ; 
be uniquein that Christian beliefs (e.g., the ReslirrectiQn) are b<ith ' 
true and significantly different from thQse in .other religiQns, buOhis ' 
is a matter fQr seriQus debate. FQr example, Muslims QrJew~ m,ay 
argue that their fQrm of mQnQtheism is more coherent, and theiefor~ , 
mQre'likely tQ be true. Or an Enlightenment skeptic SU9h ,as Davld , 
Hume may argue that miracles are highly unlikely, implying that 
secular beliefs are mQre likely tQ be true than Christianbe~iefs 
tainted by supernaturalism. In bQth instances" there may be', 
significant quarrels abQut the superiQrity .of Qn~ set .of reli'giQus 
beliefs .or WQrldview tQ anQther. ThQugh ' I am 'an evangelical 
Christian cQnvinced .of the truth .of Christian beliefs, such' a PQsitiQn 
is nQt .one which can simply be taken fQr granted if .one is to be . 
intellectuaUyhQnest (Erdel 1983). Even if there is ' a place fQr 
prQperly basic beliefs, tQ argue that religi()us beliefs are 'properly " 
basic dQes very little tQ advance .one's apQlQge'ticcase fQr 
Christianity as .over against cQmpeting religiQus beliefs and truth 
claims. ' ' 

If we mQve from the arena .of belief tQ commitment, the sitUatiQn 
is perhaps even less ' easy tQ CQmpare in a way which WQuld 
demQnstrate the , Q~~iQUS SU~~Qrity of Christ'ia~ comnUt~,e~t tQ 
.other fQrms' .of rehglOus CQrnrtutment. It gQes wIth .out saymg that 
sQmeQne who is a Buddhist .ora secular CQmmunisf might shQW far , 
mQrepersQnal commitment tQ their cause than might the averag:~ 
evangelical Christian. I dQ nQt. mean tQ suggest that no case cai{ be 
made fQr the integrity .or intensity .of Christian CQmriiitIhen~; b'ut 
again, this PQint is 'nQt a particularly easy ' .one tQ make. Making' such ' 
a case will probably depend in gQQd part .on making a priQr'case fQr 
the truth and trustwQrthiness .of Christian beliefs. . " 

I dQ think, hQwever, that comparing Christian' trust t~ th~, way 
trust flin~tiQns in .other religiQns and WQrldvi~ws' is a very tell~ng 

: ~:- ,f " _~_I '" 
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exercise. That is because a comparative analysis of the pla,ce of trust 
across various religions and worldviews does provide a fairly direct 
means for underscoring the uniqueness of Christian faith in both its 
major senses, that is, with reference to the virtue of Christian faith, 
and to the Christian faith as a religion. It does so, I will suggest, 
because other religious traditions and worldviews lack a serious 
analogue to Christian trust. Although space does. not allow in this 
medium to develop further arguments that the domain and 
experience of Christian trust provide good grounds for thinking 
Christianity is therefore superior to other religious traditions, I will 
nevertheless at le'ast suggest that such a claim is plausible enough to 
deserve closer scrutiny. . 

I will begin my project by surveying the role trust plays in non
Christian religions and worldviews. Though I will necessarily have 
to speak in a fairly hroa4 and sweeping fashion, giving but very 
brief summaries and overviews, I presume most of my claims are 
non-controversial. This is because I take my claims not onl~ to be 
true, but in most cases to be widely accepted as trivially true. I als,? 
hope to suggest that although most of my claims may be trivially 
true, the implications and consequences of such claims are far from 
trivial. . 

PRIMAL RELIGIONS 

.Primal religions, which number in the thousands, are really too 
variegated and complex to be reduced to a s~ngle category (cf. 
Barrett, Kurian, and 10hnson 2001). Furthermore, as one who is 
rather unsympathetic to theories of religious pluralism, which 
suggest that in some important sense all religions are · the same (cf. 

3. I certainly welcome any factual corrections persons more ex~rt in the history of 
religions than lam may make to the proposal~that I put forward, but I will be . 
surprised if any such corrections are so substantial as to significantly change the 
basic thrust of what follows. 
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Erdel 1996), I do not even believe that all primal religions are the 
. same, not ' by any stretch of the imagination. Nevertheless, some 
basic characteristics do ' appear again and again within primal 
religions, whether they are traditional tribal religions or the more 
recently emergent spiritist cults (see Erdel 1988a, b; cf. Erdel 1986). 
Primal religions usually focus on finite gods find lesser deities, 
especially local spirits; bot such spirits are generaily sources of 
terror, not of comfort. The emphasis is on placating and appeasing 
thespir,its.There is virtually no sense that even the "friendliest" 

, spirits, whether immediate ancestors or the tribal totem, are deities 
which characteristically and unfailingly initiate loving, gracious, 
forgiving actions on behalf of living persons. The lower gods are not 
to be trusted. The high God of henotheism, if such a God is 
recognized at all, is simply absent in terms of any intimate 
interaction with human beings which would lead to a relationship of 
trust. For the high God of henotheism is characteristically a deus 
otiosus. . 

EASTERN RELIGIONS 
Eastern religions by and large lack any notion of a personal god, 

except on the popular level; where Eastern religions sometimes 
function more like primal religions. So, despite the popularity of 
various bhakti cultus traditions within Hinduism, there is really no 
place for personal trust in a living, loving personal deity, except, 
perhaps, on aphenomenologicallevel with a god like Vishnu in the 
form of Krishna or Rama. But there are at least two important 
qualifications to be made about such bhakti cults. First, when one 
makes a careful study of people who follow the path of devotion 
with a god such as Shiva, or his demonic consort Kali, then one 
realizes bhakti does not necessarily entail trust in a Christian sense 
at all. This is not to say such paths are devoid of meaning to their 
followers, but that some (though by no means all) of the differences 
with traditional Christian understandings of the meaning, purpose, 
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and object of devotion are fairly pronounced. Second, and more 
importantly, any relationship with any Hindu deity is in the end at 
best no more than a religious fiction to placate the masses; for, 
strictly speaking, all apparent personality will agairibe lost in the 
ultimate One beyond any particulars. Impersonal monism andithe 
ultimate denial of individuals obliterate the very possibility of 
personal trust (cf. Hackett 1979). 

In the same way, the bodhisattva traditions of Pure Land 
Buddhism, calling on the Amitabha Buddha (or Amida 'Butsu}, 
however popular in some areas, are not rooted in an actual historical 
personage whose life and works would justify such salvific hopes, 
nor are they in any obvious way compatible with mainstream 
Buddhist theories. There are no historical or rational grounds for 
such trust. To put the matter harshly, the Amitabha Buddha might as 
well be the Great Pumpkin. Again, the practices seem largely a 
series of concessions to deeply felt human longings, but no more 
thana popular fiction given the basic nature and teachings of 
Buddhism. This is not to denigrate the beauty of the doctrine of 
grace in Pure Land Buddhism, which may come ,about as' close "as ' 
any other religious tradition to the Christian idea of unmerited 
forgiveness and 'redemption. Rather, it is to say that this "grace" 
lacks adequate grounding within Buddhism itself. Does Buddhism in 
any of its classical forms really allow conceptually for a personal 
savior or an actual heaven? Is there any historical evidence of such a 
personal savior in Buddhism? 

What the Hindu bhakti and Buddhist bodhisattva traditions may 
well suggest, however, is a widespread, deeply rooted human desire 
or longing for a personal relationship with a loving, powerful savior 
who is completely worthy of human trust. They help us define, at 
least in part, the sort of Savior-God we all long for and so 
desper~tely need. 
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ISLAM 
Allah would also se~m to lack any offer of grace; for the Muslim 

looks to Allah for justice in the light of good deeds done, not for 
loving, unmerited forgiveness. So the Islamic. notion of trust is 
basically limited to a confidence that God is just combined with a 
basic optimism that human beings are sulftciently good, on balance, 
to please God by means of the Five Pillars (or six with jihad, 
however jihad is understood). The Muslim may trust God's power 
and justice as well as his own ability to meet the standards of etemal 
justice, but will not look for any offer of unmerited forgiveness; for 
none will be forthcoming. The perspective presented here is that the 
Muslim notion of Alhih as the all-merciful, while admirable in its 
own way, is simply notthesame as the Christian doctrine of divine 
grace. The Christian understanding of grace is substantially different 
in its emphasis on unmerited forgiveness, a forgiveness based upon 
the unique, substitutionary atonement for sins, which was 
accomplished by Jesus Christ, the incarnate Son of God, through his 
sinless life, his sacrificial death on the cross, and his triumphant 
resurrection to new life. The definition of God's grace in terms of 
such a substitutionary atonement by the crucified Son of God would 
normally be considered a~t affront to the very nature of God hy a 
traditionalMuslim. Thus, the very basis for Christian trust is both 
denied and abhorred ' by Muslims, who advance, no case for a 
comparable notion of trust on other grounds. 

It was suggested to me that in the Sufi mystical tradition there 
may be a sense of God's grace that would allow for personal trust. If 
so, my initial observation would be that, mutatis mutandis, Sufi 
stands to III ore traditional forms of Islam as Hindu bhakti and 
Buddhist bodhisattvastreams do to more traditional forms of 
Hinduism and Buddhism. Sufi would then point to a fundamental 
human need or desire or longing for an intimate relationship with a 
God of grace, but without providing adequate intellectual grounds 
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for thinking the God of traditional Islam really is compatible with 
slIch a vision, nor that the Sufi God actually exists. 

/ 
SECULAR WORLDVIEWS 

Secular worldviews simply posit the lack of any referent which 
would allow human beings to establish a trusting relationship with 
an intinite, personal, living, loving God. This is not to say that 
secular worldviews allow no place whatsoever for trusting 
relationships, but rather that such relationships must by definition be 

analyzed in terms of love (or sadly, merely sexual) relationships 
between finite human beings (see Bloom 1993 & 1990; cf.Shirer 
1994). Even a secular age is drawn to the enduring power of art 
reworking basic themes of [un]faithfulness, [dis]loyalty, [dis]trust, 
jealousy, and revenge in all sorts of creative works, from Greek 
dramas and Olhello to popular cinema and country and western 
songs (cf. Updike 1988). · The analysis of human love relationships 
may indeed prove useful in trying to better understand what 
Christians mean by trust in God, and what might make such trust 
rational; but secular worldviews simply have no place for actual 
divine-human relationships,except as fiction. 

Some Western worldviews do allow at least metaphorically for 
"God's" existence; but judge and defy God as a malevolent being, 
one who should be cursed rather than worshiped; loved; and obeyed. 
They may not be strictly anti-supernatural, but they are decidedly 
anti-Christian. In .the memorable phraseofC. S. Lewis, God is inthe 
dock. One thinks of the ancient Greek myths of Sisyphus and of 
Prometheus, of the writings of certain Romantics, of Nietzsche, of 
many existentialists, and of some postmodem authors. Some 
generally thoughtful writers, who may themselves be relatively 
decent persons, may still think of God in this way (cf. Thomsen 
1969,1989,1990, 1996). Itvirtually goes without saying that such 
thfn:kers .would see no reason to trust in God. In fact, given the fact 
that their worldview frequently. illcludes an inclination toward a 
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hermeneutic ,of suspicion, they may trust very little at all. They are 
more likely to deconstruct and. to debunk the very notion of trust. · 

HEBREW FAITH AND CONTEMPORARY RABBINIC 
JUDAISM 

l;Iebrew faith as described in the Hebrew Scriptures would seem 
toentailtrust in the living God Who .creates all things and redeems 
his people as an ess~ht1al dimension of that faith. This is true 
whether one examines the lives of Job or Ruth or Daniel. and his 
three friends or other prototypesot' faithful! trusting servants of God, 
or whether one examines the repeated injunctions to "Trust in the 
Lord ... }' found in psalms or Proverbs,or whether one does Hebrew 
word ·studies or critical Hebrew terms. So Judaism would seem to 
constitute an exception to the foregoing pattern. Perhaps in some 
sense,. tbi's is so. :However, there are at l~ast five very important 
caveats to make before one aee~aes to such a claim with respect to 
cont~mpor~ Rabbinic Judaism. . . 

First, the more theologically liberal or radical forms of 
contemporary Rabbinic Judaism do not necessarily assert the' reality 
of a living, loving, personal God who intervenes in our daily lives 
on our behalf. Some forms of Judaism are much more the children . 
of Ep.lightenment . skepticism than of traditional Rabbinic Iudaism. 
Some are in fact merely ethnic variations on secularism. For others, 
God may exist, but does so as some distant deistic deity, rather than 
as the infinite"-petsonalGod of traditional theism. The God of deism 
is certainly not immanent in our daily lives. But if"God. 'does not , 
exist at aU,or if God is very femote from creation,then how. is any 
serious counterpart to Christian trust even possible? 

Second, the focus within Rabbinic Judaism is much more on 
prayer and good ·deeds than on .the allatnerciful God who showers · 
unmerited grace, love,Bnd forgiVeness upon· his people. This is so 
despite the powerfutmessage of prophets such as Isaiah or Hosea. In 
some ways, even the more traditi'onal forms · RabbiniC Judaishl, 
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which reject Enlightenment skepticism; ate closer to Islam than to 
Christianity, at least to the extent that they trustGodforjustice in 
light of good works rather than clinging to God's wholly unmerited, 
gracious forgiveness. 

Third, no form of contemporary Rabbinic Judaisni, from the most 
. traditional Hasidic · Orthodoxy to the most radical types of Reform 

and Humanistic Judaism, are in fact the same-religion as the religion 
of the Hebr~w Scriptures. They may 'to varying degrees find their 
source of inspiration in the Hebrew Scriptures, though, as read 
through the lenses of Rabbinic commentary; but no form of . . . 

contemporary Rabbinic Judaism revolves around priests, Temple 
sacrifice, or the like. Furthermore, all forms of Rabbinic Judaism, 
with the possible exception of Messianic Judaism, are in several 
senses · shaped bya deliberate, Rabbinic polemic against biblical 
Christianity. This polemic takes many forms and dimensions. Most 
regrettably, some aspects of this polemic, such as ' elements 
formulated and articulated as a response to and defense against 
"Christian" anti-semitism down through the centuries, may be far 
too justified in terms of the ugly attitudes and actions promulgated 
by self-professed Christians. But the polemic against Christianity 
that I wish to single out here is the denial of the Christian doctrine of 
the triune God. This in fact brings me to my fourth caveat. 

Fourth, not only is contemporary Rabbinic Judaism not the same 
as th~ religion of the Hebrew Scriptures; but by denying the reality 
of the triune God of the universe, any form of contemporary 
Rabbinic Judaism which does so is in danger of denying the 
ontological grounds for a trust comparable tQCfuistian trust. 'Why 
do I make this claim? Well, to reduce whit is potentially a very long 
discUssion to a simple ~ssertion, Iwill·slmplysuggest.that if God is 
love, then a triune God seems to me to provide a much more likely 
ground and basis for the claim that God is love than does , a 
monotheism asserting that God exists solely as one person. For if the 
very nature and essence of God is to be a being of love, then it is 
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hard to see how this could be so if there is no possibility for a 
relationship of love, for love by its v~ry definition suggests a 
relationship of some sort. That is, when God alone exists, and when 
God is but one person, then it is difficult t~ understand how the very 
nature and essence of God could be that of a loving being ... If, 
however, there is a triune God, a God in three persons, then,even 
before God creates any other being or· obj ect, God can exist in an 
eternal relationship of love. But if the claim that God is love is not 
well-grounded ontologically, then what basis does contemporary 
Illdaism have for clinging to the fact that God is a God of love who 
is worthy of our trust, especially in light of the horrific history· of 
Jewish sufferings, right on down through the Holocaust? 

Fifth, aside from Messianic Judaism, contemporary Rabbinic 
Judaism also denies the best, clearest, and most extreme expression 
of God's love to human beings, namely, the Incarnation of Jesus the 
Christ, the Jewish Messiah. For in the sufferings and Crucifixion of 
Jesus Christ we see the extent of God'.s merciful love toward us, and 
in the Resurrection of Jesus we are reassured of the truth of his 
teachings and the power of God to reverse the most awful moral, 
spiritual, and physical situations by offering uS new life, eternal life, 
With a resurrected body and a glorified being to come. Thus, or so at 
least it seems to me, contemporary Judaism lacks not only the 
ontological but also thehistoncal and existential grounds for trusting 
in God in the same way that Christians do. The last thing I would 
want to do would be to deny, diminish, or demean the mighty acts of 
God as Israel's deliverer in such great events as the Exodus from 
Egypt, the destruction of Sennacherib' sarmy, or the return from the 
Exile. Yet, from a. Christian perspective, in some important sense 
these and many other deliverances were but .the foreshadowings of 
the great Redemptiollprovided ~y Jesus Christ, a redemption that 
contemporary Rabbinic Iudaism deliberately and systematically 
denies. 

So, while the Hebrew Scriptures may teach and the history of 
ancient Israel may provide more. than adequate grounds for trust in 
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the unique ' covenant-God of Israel and Judah, contemporary 
I\IbblnicJudalsm would, from an evangelical Christian perspective, 
loom in various ways to hinder rather than to help develop a biblical 
notion of trust in the living, loving, forgiving God who is the 
Creator of all t~ings and the Redeemer of his people. I believe that it 
is fairly teUins that the only mention of trust ina survey of standard 
l@wlsh .enera,lreference works, ,at leastth: only one that 1 could 
nnd,occurs tow"r(j the end of a relatively brief article, in the context 

, of a brief discQssion of early Christian faith ("Faith" in Neusner,and 
Green 1996~cr. Neusner, Avery·Peck, arid Green 1999, Roth 1971-

' 19'2~ Werblowsky and Wigoder 1997), 

CONCLUSION 
I' have very briefly surveyed primal religions, Eastern religions, 

Islam, secular worldviews, and even contemporary Rabbinic 
Judaism, claiming that iQere is no good prima facie reason to think 
that ' other religions have ' a serious analogue to the notion and 
experi~nce of Cbristian trust. To the extent that certain religious 
groups , might claim to offer such a trusting relationship with the 
divine, whether in the" bhQNti cults ' of popular Hinduism "or the 

, Saviour Buddha of Pure LlPld Buddhism, the rational grounds for 
.uoh ' trust .eem to be wholly inadequate from a Christian 
perspective, however much such longings point to the need for a 
genuine relationship of trust with the living, loving, all-powerful 
Creator of the universe and Redeem-er of his people. Hebrew faith 
miaht constitute a serious exception to this claim if the teachings of 
contemporary Rabbinic Judaism did not tend to in various wa:ys 
undermine the possibility of appropriating what is taught in the 
Hebrew Scriptures about trust. ' 

I have not in this brief paper tried to demonstrate either the truth 
or the rationality of Christian teachings in general, nor to establish 
specifiC' Christian claims with respect to trust. Nor have I even : 
developed a biblical or theologi~al outline of the nature and 

I 
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significance of Christian trust (though again, for some preliminary 
steps in that direction, see Erdel 2000, 138-194). Perhaps more 
importantly, for the purposes of this paper, I have not yet made a 
philosophical case for the role(s) trust could or should play acrpss 
religious traditions and secular worldviews. I . have . yet to make a 
formal argument that religions or worldviews \:Vhich . lack the 
analogue to Christian trust are genuinely and substatltially deficient. 

- A great deal has either simply been prestimedor left fofanother day. 
But I do suggest here that there is a fairly important fact of the 
matter with . potentially serious implications, especially if some of 
these other propositions are also in fact true. That is, if Christianity 
is indeed true, then traditional: biblical Christianity alone would 
seem to offer us what I think we all so desperately need, an intimate 
relationship of trust with the living, loving God who creates and 
redeems; a personal relationship with the sole being who is able to 
carryus through times of terrible stress, crisis, and suffering. We 
trust God, moreover, for the strength and grace with which to live 
our ordinary, daily lives, which can be very hard in and of 
themselves (cf. Balcomb 1994~ cf. also Gunsi1995, 175-176). 

It is no accident, I think, that,some of the Christian hymns and 
gospel songs which most clearly express the trust of the believer, 
whether such works as "Now Thank We All Our God," or "When 
Peace Like a River"/"It Is Well With My Soul," or"Tis So Sweet to 
Trust in Jesus/' were. in fact written in grateful response to God 
following horrific' human tragedies. If Christian claims are true, 
Christian faith alone offers adequate ground,s for trusting God 
completely in the midst of excruciatingly hard times. Most other 
religious traditions do not even claim to do so. 

" .. " . , 
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